Are uncatalyzed bromate oscillators truly gas-free?
Gas evolution is a common byproduct of chemical oscillations but is seldom treated as anything but a complication. Its precise quantification is usually underestimated, and if not obvious enough, gaseous products are easily neglected completely. Reported herein is how evolution of gas from uncatalyzed bromate oscillators with pyrocatechol, pyrogallol, and 1,4-cyclohexanedione was measured by a high-precision batch-mode gasometric method, and the data obtained with unprecedented time resolution are presented. Even though within this completely closed arrangement of measurement no oscillations in rate of gas evolution were observed, it is verified that neither of the substrates can be considered totally free of gas production. Nevertheless, the amount of gas evolved from 1,4-cyclohexanedione was confirmed to be very small, and near negligible, if only oscillatory phase is of interest. Conversely, under identical conditions, the peak rates of gas evolution from the other substrates were reached much sooner, and even though the results in all three cases suggest some extent of suppression of gas production by oscillations, as much as 1 equiv of gas in total can be produced from the phenols, especially from pyrogallol, where the degradation was measured to be approximately twice as extensive. Greater caution is, therefore, recommended whenever the gas-free nature of these oscillators is considered.